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Glossary of terms: Advertising technology 

Technology 

Ad exchange: Technology that positions ad inventory in an open marketplace for advertisers to bid 
on. An advert is ‘matched’ to an app or a publisher’s users, based on the user’s and advertiser’s pre-
defined criteria (eg user’s profile and assumed preferences and a publisher’s pricing thresholds). Ad 
exchanges enable advertisers to gauge prices for ad impressions across multiple sites and purchase 
those that are most cost effective. Ad exchanges integrate with other tools, such as DSPs, and much 
of this ad buying is done instantaneously and automatically (programmatic).  

Ad network: Collects inventory from a range of publisher sites. They present advertisers with curated 
bundles of inventory: specific audience segments (ie, demographics, interests, behaviour), price or 
scale. 

Ad server: Stores adverts on a server (ready to distribute), serves those adverts to websites and 
apps when it receives instruction, and monitors their distribution.  

DMP (data management platform): Collects, sorts and stores information, organising it in a way that’s 
useful for advertisers and publishers. In practice, they are used to manage cookie IDs, or mobile ad 
tags and to generate audience segments, which are subsequently used to target specific users with 
online ads. Advertisers buy media across a huge range of intermediaries. DMPs can unite the 
information that this activity provides and use it to help optimise future campaigns. 

DSP (demand-side platform): Allows buyers of digital advertising inventory to manage multiple ad 
exchange and data exchange accounts through one interface. They incorporate many of the facets 
previously offered by advertising networks, such as wide access to inventory and vertical and lateral 
targeting, with the ability to serve ads, real-time bid on ads, track the ads and optimise them. This is 
all kept within one interface. DSPs are commonly used for retargeting, as they can see a large volume 
of inventory to recognise an ad call with a user that an advertiser is trying to reach.  

SSP (supply side platform): Enables web publishers to manage their advertising space inventory. 
Used for the automation and optimisation of monetisation of online media space. A supply-side 
platform interfaces on the publisher side to advertising networks and exchanges, which in turn 
interface to demand-side platforms (DSP) on the advertiser side.  

Programmatic: The automated buying and selling of advertising inventory, which is driven by a 
combination of machine-based transactions, data and algorithms. There are different categories of 
programmatic trading, but loosely they fall into two groups: open auction or private exchange (by 
invitation only, where a mobile publisher only allows a select group of pre-vetted advertisers to bid for 
its available inventory).  

Real time bidding (RTB): Real-time bidding, a category of programmatic trading whereby ads are put 
up for auction one impression at a time. It accounts for approximately half of all mobile programmatic 
spend. Two types of RTBs are open auction (audience targeting) and private marketplace, which are 
by invitation and allow for fixed pricing and data overlays. RTB exchanges are usually second-price 
auctions, which is similar to the method used on eBay. This means advertisers make their bid without 
knowing what the competitive bids are, so they don't bid against each other. Instead, they bid based 
on what they believe is a fair price. If the auction goes beyond that price, they're out. But if they win it, 
they only pay the second-highest price. This process takes place in milliseconds as the mobile app or 
site page is being rendered on a mobile device. 
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Ad formats 

 
Offer wall: in-app ‘shops’ where publishers showcase premium offers and cross-promote other apps; 
this is one of the key methods for getting new apps discovered (along with app stores).  

Incentivised or rewarded advert: Awards app users virtual currency or content in exchange for 
downloading or engaging with another app. Commonly used by games platforms. The ads are 
integrated into the app environment and interaction is initiated by the user as they scroll through offer 
walls to find the most relevant ads for them. 

Banner: Rectangular advertisement placed on a webpage either above, below or to the side of the 
main content. It links to the advertiser's website. 

Interstitial: Full-page ads that appear before (prestitial) a content page or during (interstitial or pop 
up). 

Discovery apps: Help users find new apps. They serve as an alternative to app stores, or support 
them. Often used to boost app-store rankings. Apps pay to be featured and to increase awareness via 
push notifications sent to the app’s user base. 

Video: Adverts served before, during or after the use of video content.  

Search: Advertisers use Google Adwords to bid on impressions or clicks to promote their product or 
service within search results. Skill is required to find the appropriate mix of keywords – both popular 
(more expensive but drives more traffic) and niche (lower cost).  

Social media: Standard display advertising on social networks and emerging formats such as Twitter 
App Cards, Facebook App Install Ads and Facebook Retargeting Ads. They offer granular and 
demographic targeting options including gender, age, birthday, location, device, operation system and 
so on.  

Native advertising: Ads that are seamless to the content they appear with. Often an article or video 
produced by an advertiser in the form and style of the platform's own editorial. Because of this merger 
of advertising and content, the legal status of native advertising is uncertain.  

Pricing 

 
CPI (cost per install): One of the most widely used and efficient ways to acquire users through 
advertising. The risk is low because advertisers only pay for completed conversions. Compared to 
other pricing models, CPI usually has the lowest dollar/download ratio. Volume is limited, especially 
for non-incentivised traffic. 

CPV (cost per view): A buying model option for video ad units. Cost per view is much cheaper, but 
also riskier than with CPI campaigns. With this model, only completed video views must be paid for, 
so the risk of technical issues such as failed loads or buffering problems is eliminated. 

CPCV (cost per completed view): Used for video ad campaigns, advertisers pay if a viewer watches 
an entire advert – more expensive as longer user engagement.  

CPM (cost per thousand): CPM campaigns cost effectively get an app recognised (which is especially 
useful early in its lifecycle). 
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CPC (cost per click): The most standard form of digital advertising. Although CTR are often lower than 
other formats, this form of payment offers the largest mobile inventory.  

CPA (cost per action): Similar to CPI except after the user downloads the app, they must perform an 
additional action (reach a certain level in a game, for example).  

CPE (cost per engagement): The advertiser will pay only when a user engages with an ad unit. 
Engagement is defined by the publisher and the advertiser together and could be if a user hovers 
over an ad, if the user takes a poll, or many other definitions.  

CTR (click through rate): The percentage of people clicking on an ad that they have been exposed to.  
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